Terms and Conditions
Definition
"csmforex"
"User"

means
means

"Personal area"

means

www.csmforex.com
The person who registers with the application www.csmforex.com
according to the registration procedure specified until complete
The area of the user which only users with access rights and edit
personal information

Access to this website, the user of the website accepts and agrees to comply with the csmforex policy,
including the rules, regulations, agreements, and use of the website outlined in this agreement. The user must
acknowledge and agree that the terms and conditions of use specified are subject to change without prior
notice.
However, any changes related to the terms and conditions of use will publish on this website, and when
users have access to this website after the changing. It will assume that the user has acknowledged and
accepted all terms and conditions of use as changed.
The use of www.csmforex.com, if the user loses the property of the user or another person, it will not be
entitled to claim damages from csmforex. The csmforex reserves the right to assume responsibility for any
losses as mentioned, and csmforex considers such loss to consent to the risk of the user.
1. Use of websites and intellectual property
1.1 Service
1.1.1 Users who complete registration can access various services from the website that the website
allows in the personal area of the user. For trial use, it will be allowed to use some parts as specified
by csmforex only.
1.1.2 In the event that csmforex considers that the user is in breach of the terms and conditions of this
website, csmforex reserves the right to change, suspend or cancel the use without any responsibility
to the user.
1.1.3 The csmforex reserves the right to cancel the use of various information when the user's account
expires at the end of each package. In the selection of each package, users choose the package and
pay by themselves. See more package details in the topic "Package usage and package payment
terms.
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1.2 Prohibition to use
1.2.1 Any action that violates the intellectual property, such as releases csmforex information without
permission. Providing information that is deceptive or misleading to service and usage, including
fraud, to obtain benefits for the users themselves. Csmforex will able to suspend the use of that
account without prior notice.
1.2.2 Any action that obstructs the service from harassing or creating a nuisance via the internet.
The csmforex will immediately suspend the user account without prior report.
1.2.3 Actions according to items 1 and 2, including other actions that csmforex has considered caused the
damage to csmforex and other users. The csmforex requests to suspend user accounts without
prior notice, and csmforex does not have to be responsible for any damage that happens to users.
1.3 Registration
1.3.1 For use, Users must agree to the terms and conditions of use of the website and follow
the registration procedure to complete.
1.3.2 The csmforex reserves the right to delete accounts or deny registration, If you see that the user has
committed a violation website requirements or behavior that shows any misconduct by csmforex
does not need to be informed in advance. and will not take any responsibility with damages that
occur to that user account.
1.3.3 If the user does not accept csmforex's website terms and conditions of use, user will not be able to
register to use with csmforex. Unless the user accepts the terms and conditions of csmforex usage
that will make user can register. Therefore, it means that the user has accepted the terms of the
csmforex agreement.
1.3.4 If the person is a member of a criminal organization, Csmforex reserves the right to terminate the
account immediately and csmforex will not be responsible for any consequences that may be
incurred by law enforcement officers who have to be prosecuted or escaped from such person.
1.3.5 The csmforex has no responsibility with damage to the user account which caused by the use of
registered email or password by a third party regardless of whether users perceive or not.
1.3.6 The right of registered users to complete the website. Users can access to content or information from
website www.csmforex.com that csmforex assign to use which will have the right to use the website
according to the details under the topic "Package of usage and payment package terms".
1.3.7 Users can register to use only 1 IP Address per 1 device only. If csmforex check that users use the
same IP address for registration including behaviors that show that being the same person to register.
Csmforex has the right to close the account or suspend without prior notice and csmforex is not
responsible for any damages or losses that occur in all cases.
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1.4 Intellectual property
1.4.1 All information displayed on this website whether in any form, any software program available on
this website includes information that users have downloaded from this website considered to be the
right of csmforex in which those contents are protected by intellectual property.
However, the use of information and any intellectual property information appearing on this website
Users must obtain prior written consent from csmforex before proceeding.
1.4.2 All trade names, trademarks and other marks including intellectual property that appearing on the
website which has been compiled to be used as a component of this website and provide information
services to users without intention to act in any way which violates the rights of trade or intellectual
property.
1.4.3 Among the information displayed on this website are useful for use as a service information for users
in various sections, specifically for personal use and must not be used as a commercial benefit, Users
agree to not copy, store or download content, whether in the form of documents or in the form of
electronic media which is intended for dissemination to third parties regardless of whether such
action is for the benefit of trade or benefit as any other reward unless obtaining prior written consent
from csmforex before proceeding.
1.4.4 The csmforex does not allow linking website or any actions that show the information have been
published or use for other work in both personal and commercial unless authorized by csmforex
or data that allowed by csmforex to be published for website advertising only.
2. Disclaimer and Limitation of Liability
2.1
This website is intended for providing information and for educational purposes only. Therefore,
various information that published on this website therefore is information that users can see
generally and not to be considered as giving advice on trading in the Forex market that appears on
this website.
2.2
Users Investment decisions should learn more about the details of the Forex market, including
assessing acceptable risks or additional information from relevant professionals.
2.3
Content shown on this website was presented according to the condition received which cannot
guarantee and csmforex not responsible for loss or any damage, including not responsible for profits
or losses resulting from the use of the website or use content in the website in all cases.
2.4
The csmforex will act appropriately to ensure continuous access which cannot guarantee that access
to the website will be have any delays or errors and does not guarantee that this website will not have
programs or software with malicious intent or damage to the user's information system. Whether such
defects are caused by a person or technical disruption. Therefore, users are aware of such conditions
and agree that csmforex will not be responsible for any loss or damages.
2.5
The csmforex has the right to suspend the user's account including changes to using of the website
without prior notice.
2.6
The csmforex cannot guarantee that the advertisements on this website are accurate as the
advertisement is only a medium advertising without any information about the advertiser. However,
if the presentation of the advertisement is damaged, csmforex needs to disclaim any responsibility.
2.7
All content on this website are intended for the purpose of studying the information for investing
in the Forex market only. The csmforex does not endorse and disclaim any liability on this website.
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3. Linking website
3.1
The csmforex reserves the right not to allow linking website or whether it is a link to some websites
unless obtaining prior written consent from csmforex before proceeding.
3.2
The website links that csmforex allows as follows:
3.2.1 Advertising of website names
3.2.2 Links to domain home page of the website www.csmforex.com
3.3
Any action from item 3.2 is considered as violation of csmforex copyright.
4. Privacy Policy
Personal information of users for using of this website such as information that users register or any other
information of users are protected under Privacy Policy, which users can learn more from "Privacy Policy"
5. Website security policy
5.1
The csmforex has a system to protect user data during data transmission via a communication
network or being stolen from other people that is not allowed to connect to the csmforex network.
The protection system cannot guarantee that the data will not be stolen from malicious users.
Therefore, users should access with caution such as checking the virus database update on the device
regularly. Do not access websites from foreign website links, whether from email or via the general
website. Do not store important information on the user's web browser and should log out every time
after use
5.2
To use the website by logging in, Members must use their own email and password which the user
must keep as secret. Access caused by the login of users on this website shall be deemed to be
completely correct and action of the user. If any damage occurs, the user must be responsible for all
actions.
6. Violation of the Terms and Conditions of usage
In the event of a breach of the terms and conditions of use of this website, csmforex reserves the right to
suspend access or cancel any use of the website.
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